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LETTER OF INTRODUCTION 

To:  bank’s Senior leadership 

 

Dear sir, 

 

We propose the following steps: 

 

1. FT Asset Management Senior leadership discusses with the receiving bank’s top leadership the 

implementation of correspondent accounts/mirrored accounts for direct cash transfers, also called 

ledger-to-ledger transfers or Vostro/Notro transfers. This will all happen without central bank 

systems like SWIFT, SEPA/IBAN, Fedwire, etc 

More details are on the pages below. 

 

2. The receiving bank opens a correspondent account for FT Asset Management.  

All applicable documentation is available to be sent directly on request. 

 

3. FT Asset Management opens a correspondent account for the receiving bank.  

You can register for a new account with our online banking system: 

https://my.ftassetmanagement.com and follow the link "Request a new client profile" 

After you complete the online form, you will receive an email with more instructions to complete 

the process. We need the business registration of the bank for that. 

The opened accounts will be for transfers between both financial institutions. Clients can use this 

facility to make transfers between both institutions. 

 

4. FT Asset Management will place the agreed amount in that account, for example, 1Million Euro/US 

Dollars/British Pounds, as an initial transfer. 

 

5. This amount is ready for transfer.  

The transfer can be done manually, which is preferred for the first five transactions. This gives full 

control over the process. 

We can also transfer automatically via an Advanced Programmers Interface (API).  

Using this API, our back-office servers will communicate directly with the receiving bank servers. 

The communications will be regarding transfers of funds of clients. 
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6. We can agree to use the funds differently after each transfer. All this must conform with three 

parties: the receiving bank, the seller of the product/service and FT Asset Management.  

a. The receiving bank can issue instruments, like Proof of Funds(capabilities), Blocked Funds 

confirmations, and (Stand by) Letters of Credit. 

b. Release of cash via credit or debit cards. 

c. Release of cash as payment for products or services. 

d. Other acceptable methods. 

 

7. Before a buy contract is signed, we will have a fully completed, signed and vetted sell contract. After 

that, the purchase is made, and the product is sold. 

 

8. The profits of these transactions will be deposited in the receiving bank as earned capital. 

 

9. The earned capital can be used for two purposes. 

a. Implement bigger trades 

b. Finance projects locally.  

 

10. The financing of projects is done without payback requirements. We call this debt-free financing, 

and it is one of the core statements of FT Asset Management. 

 

Our end target includes but is not limited to project financing, debt reduction, and (management-) buyouts 

using the bank-agreed facilities. 

 

We are looking forward to your full and timely corporation. 

With kind regards, 

 

FT ASSET MANAGEMENT KB 

Mr J.J. van der Most, General partner and founder  
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FT Asset Management introduction 

 

FT Asset Management is a bespoke asset management company with a registered address in Stockholm, 

Sweden. 

We service about 1000 account holders holding various assets, including but not limited to stocks, bonds, 

real estate, and cash. The total amount under management exceeds 250 billion USD and has grown in 2019 

by over 35Billion USD. 

 

The investment capital FT Asset Management holds for account holders is not in conventional banks but in 

FT Asset Management. As a result, many account holders are eager to start investing their capital in good 

projects. 

 

After implementing the process, we are ready, willing and able (RWA) to send the agreed amount of funds 

within 24 hours. These funds come with clean, clear money- and non-criminal background declarations. 

 

One of our primary services is providing financing without payback requirements. We call that Debt-free 

financing. 

 

 

These three different possibilities are the most popular: 

 

1. We achieve that by placing our capital (for example, via a Standby Letter of Credit) in a receiving bank 

using an acceptable method (e.g. SWIFT, DHL Courier). Then, based on this capital, we will implement non-

depleting structured buy-sell transactions. These are mid-to low-risk trades; we have fully signed contracts 

with vetted buyers and vetted sellers. 

Most of the profits of these transactions will be used to finance approved local projects. 

 

2. Another more flexible method is called ’mirrored accounts’ or ‘correspondent accounts’.  Some people 

also know it as Vostro or Nostro accounts. 
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Most banks use this method for national transfers: payment for rent/mortgages, electricity or any transfers 

inside the country: 

1. The sending bank places the funds in an account for the receiving bank 

2. Sends a signal to the receiving bank that a new transaction has taken place for them. This could be 

an email or any other signal. 

3. The receiving bank checks their account and verifies the deposit. 

4. After verification, the receiving account will be credited. 

5. Invoice paid. 

This same process can also be used for international transfers in foreign currencies. 

Imagine a bank in Peru receiving payments in Hungarian Forints. The Peruvian bank will open 

correspondent receiving accounts in a bank in Hungary. The beneficiary’s account will be credited in 

Peruvian Soles when a payment is received. Mostly these are manual steps, especially when the number of 

transfers is low. 
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In our case, both entities (FT Asset Management and your bank) open an account for each other to send 

and receive money for account holders. 

After placing the money in the account, the sender gives a signal (probably an email) to the receiver 

regarding the transfer.  

The receiving bank receives the signal, checks the correspondent account and does the final checks. 

After that, the beneficiary’s account is credited. 

Payment is made. 

These steps could be manual. 

The conventional model for international payments: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Our proposed way of working: 

 

 
 

Investopedia has a good and detailed explanation of correspondent bank relationships: 

FT ASSET MANAGEMENT

•sending payment for client 
(e.g. buyer)

CORRESPONDENT BANK / 
INTERMEDIARY BANK

•forwarding the payment

CLIENT BANK

•client receiving the 
payment (e.g. seller)

FT ASSET MANAGEMENT

•sending through the account of client bank

•sending payment for client (e.g. buyer)

CLIENT BANK

•receiving through the account of FTAM

•client receiving the payment (e.g. seller)

Correspondent relationship 
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https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/062515/what-difference-between-correspondent-bank-and-

intermediary-bank.asp 

 

3. The most effective and fastest method is via API. That is short for Advanced Programmer Interface. This 

enables the sending server to communicate directly with the receiving server. 

This handles the transfers automatically; no manual actions are required. 

 

The software engineers must do the implementation. The previous steps were done manually. 

It requires an investment, but once completed, it is automated fast and less prone to error and fraud. 

 

The respective document of the API specification is exchanged between the bank and FTAM. With an API, 

our servers talk directly with the receiving bank servers.  

 

This communication could entail the transfer of cash for clients in the start-up period. Later, it could be 

extended to other facilities. 
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FT ASSET MANAGEMENT DATASHEET 
Business name:  FT Asset Management KB ("Kommanditbolag" = Limited Partnership ) 

Registered address: Frejgatan 13-1478, 1 14 79 Stockholm, Sweden 

Website:  www.ftassetmanagement.com 

Website: www.FTAM.co (not .com) 

Office(landline): +46 8 50 541 351 

Fax: +46 8 52 503 825 

Telex number: 210545 FTAMSW G (UK telex country code of 051) 

County of registration:  Stockholm 

Registration number:  969777-7549 

Date of registration:  16th December 2015 

Verify with Chamber of Commerce, Sweden: https://foretagsfakta.bolagsverket.se  

 

 

All up-to-date documents regarding FT Asset Management can be found here: 

https://ftassetmanagement.com/private/documents.html 

 


